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Delusions of gender by cordelia fine

[Fine's] sharp tongue is tempered with humor. . . . Read this book and see how complex and fascinating the whole thing is. The New York Times It's the 21st century, and while we're trying to raise unisex kids, kids who play with dolls and girls who like trucks, we fail. Although the glass ceiling is cracked, most women stay comfortably under it. And
everywhere we hear about the vitally important wired differences between male and female brains. The neuroscience we read in journals, newspaper articles, books and sometimes even scientific journals increasingly tells a two-brained story, and the result is more often than not a validation of the status quo. Women, it seems, are too intuitive for
mathematics; men too focused for household chores. Based on the latest research in neuroscience and psychology, Cordelia Fine discredits the myth of wired differences between the brains of men and women, unraveling the evidence behind claims such as that men's brains are not connected by empathy and women's brains are not made to fix cars. Then
he goes one step further, offering a very different explanation of the differences between the behavior of men and women. Instead of a male brain and a female brain, Fine gives us a vision of plastic and mutable minds that are continually influenced by cultural assumptions about gender. Passionately argued and infallibly cunning, Delusions of Gender
provides us with a much-needed corrective for the belief that the brains of men and women are inherently different, a belief that, as Fine shows with insight and humor, too often works to the detriment of ourselves and our society. Gender Delusions:How Our Minds, Society and NeurosexismCreate Difference CoverAuthorCordelia FineCountryUnited
StatesLanguageEnglishSubjectSex and IntelligencePublisherW. W. Norton &amp; CompanyPublication date2010Media typePrint (Hardcover and Paperback)Pages338ISBN0-393-06838-2 Delusions of Gender: How Our Minds, Society, and Neurosexism Create Difference is a 2010 book by Cordelia Fine, written to discredit the idea that men and women are
wired with different interests. The author criticizes the claimed evidence of the existence of innate biological differences between the minds of men and women as defective and exaggerated, and while taking a position of agnosticism regarding the inherent differences related to the interest/skill in understanding the world versus understanding people, he
reviews the literature that demonstrates how cultural and social beliefs contribute to Sexual. Content In the first part of the book, 'Half Changed World', Half Changed Minds, Fine argues that social and environmental factors strongly influence the mind, challenging a vision of biology as a setback that, since society is the same now for the sexes, persistent
inequalities must be due to biology. Biology. it also discusses the history and impact of gender stereotypes and the ways in which science has been used to justify sexism. In the second part of the book, Neurosexism, Fine criticizes the current arguments and available studies that support differences in sex in the mind, focusing on methodological
weaknesses and implicit assumptions. Within neuroscientific research, these include small samples that result in unreliable and spurous results, and poorly justified inverse inferences (affirmations of psychological differences consistent in gender stereotypes based on brain differences). Fine also demonstrates how already weak neuroscientific conclusions
are then greatly exaggerated by popular writers. Fine also discusses non-neuroimaging evidence cited to support innate differences between the sexes. For example, he explains weaknesses in the work done by a Simon Baron-Cohen student who has been widely cited (by the Gurian Institute, by Leonard Sax, by Peter Lawrence, and by Baron-Cohen
himself): one-and-a-half-day babies were tested for preference in sequence rather than receiving an option; were tested in different viewing positions, some horizontal on their backs and others held on the parents' lap, which could affect their perception; Inadequate efforts were made to ensure that the subject's sex was unknown to the evaluator at the time
of the test; the authors assume, without justification, that newborn-looking preferences are a reliable flag for subsequent social skills that are the product of a long and complex development process. [1] In the third part of the book, Recycling Gender, Fine talks about the highly gender society in which children develop, and the contribution of that to group
identity processes that motivate children to self-socialize. This challenges parents' common belief that they tested gender-neutral parenting, but it didn't work. A general thesis of work is the negative impact on sexual equality of neurosexism (popular or academic neuroscientific claims that reinforce or justify gender stereotypes in ways that are not scientifically
justified). Popular Press Reception In the UK, the book received positive reviews in Nature,[2] The Independent, The Times Literary Supplement, New Scientist, Metro and The Belfast Telegraph. [3] The Guardian[4] and London Evening Standard[5] chose it as book of the year. It was Book of the Week in Times Higher Education. [6] In Australia, the book
received positive reviews in The Age, The Australian and The West Australian. [3] Delusions of Gender received positive reviews in the United States in The New Times,[7] The Washington Post,[8] USA Today,[9] Newsweek,[10] Jezebel[11] and Kirkus Reviews. [12] Publishers Weekly chose it for a star review and as a selection of the week. [3] More positive
reviews came from Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, The Globe and Mail, Mail, Worker, Out in Perth, The Fat Quarter, Erotic Review, The F Word, Counterfire, Neuroskeptic (in Discover magazine). [3] The magazine and Elle pointed out the book to their readers. [3] Warwick Writing Award 2013, shortlisted 2011 Victorian Premier's Literary Award for Non-
Fiction, shortlist 2011, Best Book of Ideas, shortlisted 2010, John Llewellyn Rhys Prize, Academic reaction simon Baron-Cohen reviewed the book in The Psychologist. In it, he accused Fine of merging science with politics, writing: Where I do, and I suspect that many other contemporary scientists, partly with Fine is in his strident, extreme denial of the role
that biology could play in giving rise to any difference in sex in the mind and brain. ... (she) ignores that you can be a scientist interested in the nature of sex differences while being a clear supporter of equal opportunities and a strong opponent of all forms of discrimination in society. [13] Fine responded in a letter to The Psychologist, stating: The thesis of my
book (no veils required) is that while the social effects on sexual differences are well established, the spur results, poor methodologies and unproven assumptions mean that we do not yet know whether, on average, men and women are born differently predisposed to systematize versus empathy. [14] Former APA President Diane F. Halpern, co-author of the
article The Science of Sexual Differences in Mathematics and Science[15] which Fine criticizes in Delusions of Gender, reviewed the book and concluded that she was stronger at presenting research findings that are closer to fiction than science... [but] the weakest by not also pointing out differences that are supported by a carefully conducted and well-
replicated research body, noting that Fine largely ignores the latter body of research. [16] Stanford neurobiologist Ben Barres stated in a review for the Public Library of Scientific Biology that gender delusions should be necessary readings for each neurobiology student, if not for all humans. [17] Lewis Wolpert, a developmental biologist who is the author of
Why can't a woman be more like a man?, at a video conference stated that Fine has no idea of biology. [18] McCarthy and Ball (2011) reviewed the book in the journal Biology of Sex Differences. They recognized that asking lay people to take a more critical view of overly simplistic views of complex datasets is an objective that any scientist can support,
which is why we applaud Fine's efforts. However, their general review is not positive, and they suggest that Fine's book has an excessively and seriously distorted neuroscience applied to the study of sexual differences. They expressed their disappointment at Fine's book ... you may be upset in the ways in which the scientific study of sexual differences in
the brain and behavior is portrayed and (how) the introduces itself. [19] However, Fine's subsequent work published in the journal Neuroethics identified systematic problems in the way human neuroimaging investigations of sex differences tend to be investigated, against the notion of a few bad apples. [20] Many of the criticisms of such work made in
Delusions of Gender were noted in the article Perils and Stumbles of Reporting Sexual Differences by Donna L. Maney, as part of an edition of philosophical transaction topics from the Royal Society Multifaceted Origins of Sexual Differences in the Brain, compiled and edited by McCarthy in 2016. Evolutionary biologist Marlene Zuk, reviewing the book with
Rebecca Jordan-Young's Brain Storm, in the Quarterly Journal of Biology wrote: It is important to emphasize that none of the authors advocate throwing the gender-neutral baby with its pink or blue bathing water... Books are a good ammunition for arguments with people who think that science has incontrovertibly shown biological basis for gender
differences, such as mathematical ability. At the same time, they are not simply stating that everything is culture or that science cannot play any role in understanding gender. Both Fine and Jordan-Young want better science, not less. [21] See also Gender Implicit Deserts Sex and Intelligence Sexism Stereotypes Fine References, Cordelia (2010). Gender
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